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About Tenity
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31
People from 12 nationalities 
at an average age of 37 years 
at an 50/50 gender split

7
The countries we are 
active, including a local 
hub presence in three 

2015
Tenity was founded as the 
corporate incubator of the 
Swiss Stock Exchange 

2’500
The number of applications 
we receive each year for our 
startup programs

270
Startups have successfully 
graduated from our 
programs 

$370M
Total investments have 
been syndicated from 
our startups

We are global innovation ecosystem and early-stage investor powering the future of finance

About Tenity

Singapore

Spain

Switzerland

Nordics & Baltics

*Isle of 
Man

*South 
Korea

*Australia

Israel

Unlock the power of innovation
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Initiated by SIX CH Market Leader Scale-Up

2015 2016 2020 20222019

Spin-Off Geo Expansion 
Global 
Leader

With our recent funding round and MBO we are set to become the innovation leader in the financial industry

Tenity history

2026+
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We support our partners in every aspect of their innovation efforts

Tenity services for corporates

InvestCollaborateLearn

Get financial exposure 
in disruptive and new 
business opportunities 
and M&A pipeline

Leverage external 
innovation potential, 
explore wider search 
fields and growth 
options

Gather insights about 
industry trends 
relevant to you and 
shape your innovation 
strategy

Objective
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Be the innovation ecosystem to create the future of finance
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Magic happens when startups & corporates come together



Why 
innovate?

02.

Drag picture here
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New technologies 
are inferior in the beginning. 

However, …

with exponential growth 
they suddenly outperform.
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Innovator's dilemma  
Clayton Christensen
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Technology 2

Technology 1

Where startups 
are active 

(on Tech 2)



Case in point: 
“Exponential”
is difficult. 
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How far do you get with 30 NORMAL steps? 
Starting point in the middle of Paradeplatz. Walking towards the lake. 

1/ Across the trams-track

2/ To Sprüngli

3/ To Tiffany



How far do you get with 30 NORMAL steps? 
Starting point in the middle of Paradeplatz. Walking towards the lake. 

1/ Across the trams-track

2/ To Sprüngli

3/ To Tiffany



How far do you get with 30 EXPONENTIAL steps?
More importantly, how comfortable are you with the estimation?

1/ Into middle of Zurich Lake

2/ To the South pole

3/ To the moon



To the moon



Bonus question: 
Where do we end-up with 
one more step? The 31st?



Yes. Back where we started from. 



We never had to understand exponential. 
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… chaos is the result. 



Generative AI

03.

Drag picture here
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Generative AI – On an exponential move
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5 September 
2023



“I think we might reach 
90% of online content 
generated by AI by 2025. 
So, this technology is 
exponential”

Nina Schick
Gen AI expert and author of the book 
“Deep Fakes”
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This will affect not just text or images… 

Text Image Art Code Audio

Video 3-D models Data analysis Architecture Design
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35
5 September 

2023

Selected use cases for the Financial Services industry

Customer service Fraud detection Personalization Support functions
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“There are going to be two 
kinds of companies at the 
end of this decade: 
Companies that are fully 
utilizing AI and companies 
that are out of business. And 
it’s going to be that black or 
white.”

Peter Diamandis
Cofounder and executive chairman of 
Singularity University



38#lifelonglearning

It’s more important than ever to 
be prepared. As individual and 
as a company. 



Happy to connect

http://www.tenity.com/
mailto:Marc.hauser@tenity.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcoliverhauser/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcoliverhauser/
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